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The worlds lightest and most comfortable oxygen mask

oxygen mask

An incurved nose seal, 
eliminates the need for a 
separate nose clip designed 
to prevent oxygen from 
entering the patient’s eyes.
MRI compatible.

Soft chin, nose and 
side seals ensure an 
exceptional level of 
patient comfort.

Mask retaining elastic can 
be fitted either below or 
above the patient’s ears. 

In the preferred “below 
the ears” position it 
eliminates the discomfort 
& trauma that can result 
from long-term use.

Two integral chin seal ensure the mask 
fits a wider range of patient face shapes.

We are pleased to announce the arrival of the next 
generation of oxygen mask. The original EcoLite adult 
oxygen mask has been an outstanding success with 
millions sold around the world. The new EcoLite adult 
oxygen mask incorporates an extended chin where  
two integral seals ensure that the mask fits a wider 
range of face shapes.

The world’s lightest and most comfortable oxygen mask 
has just become even more comfortable.

Comfortable for the patient
The unique features of the original Eco oxygen  
mask have been retained and include the  
following:

Comfortable for the environment
Various groups have questioned the use of PVC in 
medical products and it’s impact on the environment. 
Intersurgical’s aim is to reduce the environmental impact 
of its products and processes. Utilisation new materials 
and the latest manufacturing technology has resulted in 
the elimination of PVC from the mask. 

The use of environmental impact software enables us to 
quantify and compare the impact of our products. The 
EcoLite adult oxygen mask has 69% less impact on the 
environment than its PVC equivalent!

1135015 EcoLite, adult,  medium concentration oxygen mask with tube, 2.1m 40

1136015 EcoLite, adult, medium concentration oxygen mask 55

Ordering information

Small chin seal

Large chin seal

50% lighter than 
a PVC mask, 
more comfortable 
for the patient.


